Abstract: Borrowing methods and formulas from Prof. Goodman's classic Introduction to Fourier Optics textbook 1 , I have developed a software package 2 that has been used in both industrial research and classroom teaching. 3 This paper briefly describes a few optical system simulations that have been used over the past 30 years to convey the power and the beauty of Fourier Optics to our students at
Introduction.
The following examples are representative computer simulations that show how Fourier optics, when combined with traditional methods of geometric optics (i.e., ray-tracing) and physical optics (e.g., exact solutions of Maxwell's equations), can be used in the classroom to demonstrate not only the physical principles but also real world applications of optical science and engineering. Details of these simulations as well as numerous other examples can be found in Ref. [3] . 2 − 0.6 3 (where is in mms). On the exit facet, the DOE phase profile is given by ( ) = −½( 2 + 3 2 ), where and are in units of mm, and where the -axes are rotated 45° relative to the coordinate system. The construction wavelength of both DOEs is = 0.65µm, and the traced beam is the +1 st diffracted order. The incident beam is linearly polarized along the -axis, the refractive index and thickness of the axicon are 1.78 and 2.0 mm, respectively, and the destination plane is positioned 3.0mm past the axicon's flat surface. 
